The themes.tiki.org site is a resource for users and potential users of the open-source Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware. This site is a showcase of themes available for Tiki. Please switch the theme using the selectors in the left column.

Beyond that, the site is for people who want to download and install a new theme for their Tiki web site, or want to create their own theme, or find a professional designer to produce a custom theme or other Tiki component to order. Theme designers can distribute their creations here, and give advice to others who need help.

Tiki is a very flexible content management system, but has many features and configuration details, so it presents both challenges and opportunities.

Recently Tiki transitioned to using the Bootstrap CSS framework, and so there is a lag in availability of compatible themes. A number of "aftermarket" themes are in development.

Licenses of themes

Available themes may be distributed under specific licenses. Most are GPL or LPGL or CCA and may be freely used as described by those licenses. But some themes may have a different license or may be offered with conditions set by the author and copyright holder. Users of themes should read and understand the license and conditions under which a theme may be used. Please respect any conditions or limitations of use set by the author.